
Memorials  of the  Wars  of the  Roses,  Upminster 1979, no. 40, p.36 and no.
431, p.254).  Although  he was excluded from the general pardon after the
Battle of Bosworth he was pardoned after  Stoke, following a  brief
incarceration in the tower  (CPR  1485-94,  pp.132—133; Armstrong, pp.445-
446).  Edward Frank  finally was apprehended during the project to release the
Earl of Warwick from the Tower and was executed on Tower Hill in 1490
(Armstrong, p.447).

The downfall of William Parron appears to  have  been the result of  quite
a  different astrological prediction, however. Upon the death of Arthur,
Prince of Wales, in 1503 Parron sought to console the bereaved parents by
forecasting that the Queen  would  live  on to the age of  eighty (ibid., p.451).
Unfortunately for all of them Elizabeth of York was dead within the space of
a  year and, at the age of thirty-seven, was yet another of the progeny of
Edward IV and Elizabeth  Woodville  who failed to fulfil a normal life-span —
a  subject  which  deserves a  fuller  study.  Nothing is heard of William Parron
after this. ‘

Book Reviews

BRITISH LIBRARY HARLEIAN MANUSCRIPT 433,  ed. Rosemary Horrox
and P. W. Hammond:  Vol.  II:  Second  Register of Richard III; Vol.  111:
Second Register of Edward  V  and Miscellaneous Material;  Vol.  IV:  Index,
com  iled  by Rosemary Horrox (Richard III  Society,  London 1980, 1982,
1983  .

The first  volume  of  this  important archive was published in  1979  and reviewed
in  this  Journal in December of  that  year. That the work is now  triumphantly
complete is due to the scholarly dedication of its editors as  well  as  a  generous
grant in aid of publication from the British Academy.

In these  days  of  high  costs  and cut corners, the editors’ almost  obsessive
attention  to detail compels admiration, as does the dignified format of the
four  volumes.  Latin entries, however long, are given an English  translation
within square  brackets.  The fourth volume is divided into an index of names
of 228 pages, into  which  much  additional  research has been  put, and  a  subject
index  of  twenty-nine  pages, giving a  ratio of  a  page of  index  to every three of
text.

As explained in the Introduction, the register contains most but not all of
the grants  which  passed the  Signet  between Spring 1483  when Edward  V  was
King and the  last week  of June 1485 when Richard was in the  Midlands
awaiting Tudor’s invasion. The disbursement of royal grants and revenues,
especially through  the Chamber, which  forms so large a part of the subject-
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matter was made in the  Yorkist  period  with  considerable informality, so  that
some  appointments, effectually made by word of mouth, are known only
incidentally and others presumably not at all. None the less, the archive as a
whole seems to be  a  substantially complete  one, and it  makes  clear, once
again, how important was patronage in  winning and keeping the loyalty to the
crown of  socially elevated  laymen. This has rightly received much attention
from recent historians. As  a  small illustration among innumerable possible
ones, we may note how intermeshed was the  political  patronage of that  era’s

teat men. In the  contemporary register of the archbishop of Canterbury
Thomas Bourgchier) there appear on  a  few  adjacent  folios the grants of

office  or privilege in 1483-5 to Robert Brackenbury, William Catesby, John
Moore (Fishmonger of London) and Robert Rede. Each one of these
notables  was also favoured by Richard  111. Many places and  many people
were interconnected in  this  privileged but fragile dance: Rede, for instance,
was son-in-law to  John  Alpheigh, gentleman  servant of the archbishop but of
dubious loyalty to Richard; Brackenbury, a Durham man, was given  many
Kentish properties; Moore the Londoner was licensed to trade in Scotland.
The King who reshuffled so many small properties from his foes to his friends
habitually kept  notes of what was received by individual  grantees, wherever it
lay, and  also  reserved  some  financial charge upon these landed  investments.
We  have  to conclude  that, despite the dramatised violence and the
uncertainties of  high-level  loyalty, England was even then a closely-governed
squirearchy with  a  good  chance that  leading men  knew  each other, whether in
fear or friendship.

F. R. H. DU  BOULAY

THE  ENGLISH  AT  PLAY  IN THE  MIDDLE AGES.  Teresa McLean. 1984.
Kensal Press, Windsor. £12.50

In her opening chapter Out of Doors  Teresa McLean quickly establishes the
frenzy of  medieval  leisure  activities  which  owed their energy to the  sense  of
release from the cruel hardships of mundane living. All  sections  of the
community, serf, parson and  knight  seemed to be prepared to throw away life
in the enthusiasm of the moment. Rules were vague, football  or  ‘kicking
camp’ grounds defied  limitation, accidents frequently occurred and there was
often  no formal boundary between  participant and spectator. At one point
the author strikes  a  chord  which  puts us in mind of one of our own problems:

specgatorship was so  keen that  it constituted secondary participation. Crowd
hooliganism  was  endemic, and  blood-thirsty interruptions  to  alter  the  course
of  play or  change  the  results were common.

The nine chapters are particularly wide  ranging and cover  everything
from football to drama, from tournaments to garden games, and the  book  is
well supported by relevant (black and white) illustrations at the end of each
chapter.

The influence of the church, as we  would  expect, was great but affords
some surprises: village priests were the early referees as well as sports writers
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but were  just  as  likely to be injured at football  (while  wearing unsheathed
daggers) as laymen. Board games, particularly chess, owed  their  origin to the
East although the  eventual  names of the pieces in chess came from the
military based society in Western Europe. Tournaments, jousts  and tilts were
naturally popular for the spectacle and excitement  that  they provided. Not
only were they physically dangerous but  they were  likely to  create  problems
of  a political  nature so  that  they were often unpopular with  kings, the result
being that  towards the end of the period  tournaments  a plaisir  with  harmless
weapons became the rule. It is not surprising that  the nomenclature of  Such
military games and a later  offshoot, tableaux vivanrs  was French. The  great
sport of archery was favoured by the  English  kings for  obvious  reasons but it
was not always as popular with ordinary people as it  might  have been so  that
from time to time embargoes against alternative sports were introduced in
order to drive  people back  to the national pastime.

It is not surprising to  find  Richard III mentioned in connection  with
music and there is reference to his endowment of the Chapel Royal  when
John Melynek was commissioned to:

take  and  seize  for the  King any children who showed  promise  at  singing and
also all  such  singing men expert in the  science  of  music  .  .  .  within  all the
palaces  of the  realm, as  well cathedral  churches, colleges, chapels, houses  of
religion  . .  . or  elsewhere.

The other reference to Richard is, more surprisingly, in the granting of  a
licence to John Brown ‘guider of all our bears and  apes’ to  travel  the land
without hindrance. No references are  given  but  both  items can be traced in
volume  two of BL.  Harleian Manuscript  433.

As in the case of the same author’s  Medieval English Gardens  (published
by Collins) this  is an  enjoyable  and attractive medium priced  book.  Again,
there are no  notes  but in The  English  at  Play the index is brief and there is no
bibliography which  was such a useful feature of the previous work.
Consequently the present publisher has  been  content  to produce  a  pleasant
book of  limited  use.and has thrown away an opportunity. All readers  will
regret the  lack  of coloured illustrations and a reference to illustration 24 on
page 53 is  likely to send the reader on  a  wild  goose  chase.

ARTHUR COCKERILL

FAMILY HISTORY RESEARCH. VOLUME  1: THE  FRENCH
CONNECTION.  Patrick Delaforce.  Regency Press, London 1983. £4.95.

This  book, say the publishers, is  designed  to encourage readers to ‘delve back
into  the centuries in  search  of their  ancestry’.  As any visitor to  a  record office
may witness, interest in the research of  family history is certainly increasing.
We  should not, then, be surprised to learn  that  in the United  Kingdom  one
hundred family history societies  exist, with  a membership of over  fifty
thousand  families.  Such  enthusiasts  will  doubtless  welcome  this  book, in
which  Mr. Delaforce traces the story of the Delaforces over the  last  five
centuries.
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In chapter one a great deal of practical  advice  is given, plus  lists  of
genealogical sources in the United Kingdom. The  next  eighteen chapters  take
us back to the Gascon, Bernard de la Force, who  lost  his life  fighting for
Edward IV at Barnet.  Commencing with  the  port  wine shipping Delaforces of
the last century and  a  half, the author deals in successive chapters  with  the
Delaforces as fishmongers, pawnbrokers, money-men, silk  weavers,
Huguenot refugees  —  and  much  else. Eccentrics, secret agents, and other
colourful gentlemen  enliven  the  occasionally breezy narrative. After one
hundred and  sixty pages of this we reach chapter  seventeen  which  tells  of Sir
Anthony de la Force and Perkin Warbeck. The  next seventeen  pages  contain
most of the book’s interest for Ricardians.

Now it appears that the  soundest  advice  given  by genealogists to those
who would  attempt  to trace  family history is to begin  with  the present and
work  back  into the  past.  Whether  the same procedure assists a narrative is
debatable. Many readers  will  undoubtedly share this reviewer’s belief that
most  narratives, family histories  included, should begin at the beginning.
Beginning with  the present the author trips, as it were, over his own feet as he
repeatedly refers to personages distant in time, of great importance, but as
yet  unknown  to  most  readers.  This  is  most  irritatingly evident  in the  case  of
Sir Bernard de la Force, considered by the author to have been in some ways
the  most  famous member of the family. Chapter eighteen is devoted to Sir
Bernard —- ‘Ambassador for Four English Kings’. An outline of his career is
given, with  some  source references. Extracts from the British Library
Harleian  MS.  433, recently published by the Richard III Society, are
included.  Ricardians  should find  this chapter, and chapters seventeen and
eighteen of  use.  Yet here, too, the  author’s  disregard for chronological order
when presenting events  is  annoyingly evident. Such source references as the
book contains  are offered in the  text.  Many are lacking. Mr. Delaforce is
often  inclined  to speculate. Occasionally he is careless — as when he
describes Sir James  Tyrell  as  ‘Captain  of the Bodyguard to Richard  III’
(p.161).  This mythical  post  has  also  been  bestowed on  that  King’s
Comptroller, Sir Robert Percy.

In  spite  of these reservations, it  must  be said  that  Mr. Delaforce has gone
some way towards rescuing Sir Bernard, his father, and his son, from
oblivion, and his account may well inspire a serious and scholarly account of
their history.

At the end of the  book  genealogical tables are provided, that  of the
Gascon  knights  being, predictably, almost  the last. As  with  the  text, the order
in  which  these tables  are given  does  not assist the reader to  link  them and  thus
comprehend the descent of the various branches from the earliest named
member, Bernard de la Force, the man slain at Barnet. Disappointingly, few
wives are  named  in the genealogical  table  of the Gascon  knights, and none for
the  fifteenth  century.

A second  volume  is promised, in  which  the author  will  trace the family
back  to the old  Kings  of Navarre and the Dukes of Gascony of Charlemagne’s
day. This  will be a  long flight! Perhaps he  will  in  this  second  volume  consider,
or be allowed, an index and more source references.

W. E.  HAMPTON
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LIVES  OF THE  PRINCESSES  OF  WALES.  Mary Beacock Fryer, Arthur
Bousfield and Garry Toffoli.  Dundurn  Press. 1983. £4.95.

In the seven hundred years since the death of the last truly Welsh  Prince of
Wales, there have been thirty-three English monarchs and twenty-one
Princes of Wales, who have  held  their titles by virtue  of the  fact  that each  was
the  eldest  surviving son of the  King or Queen of England. Yet there  have
been only nine Princesses of Wales, from Joan of Kent,  wife  of the  Black
Prince, to Lady Diana  Spencer. Stranger still, only four out of  these  nine have
become  Queen on the  acéession of their  husbands  to the throne,  though  two
others, Anne Neville and Katharine of Aragon, later became Queen as  a
result of  second  marriages, to Richard III and Henry VIII  respectively.  This
attractive volume draws together short biographies of the  nine  ladies who
have  held  this rank, widely differing as their nationalities, backgrounds and
fates  have been. The reader is assisted in his attempts to  follow  the
complicated  relationships of the British royal family by a  much simplified
family tree  on the end-papers.

The chapter of particular interest to Ricardians is of course  that  on Anne
Neville, in her capacity as  wife  to Prince Edward of Lancaster. It offers a
straightforward account of  Anne’s  life, and does consider seriously the
alternative  views  on Richard III. The Richard 111  Society even receives a  -
semi-favourable mention. Unusually for  a  ‘popular’ book,  the conclusions
drawn are moderately well-disposed towards Richard, and the author makes
ev_ery effort to  dispose  of  some  of the  chief  myths  surrounding his  life  and
relgn.

The main drawback to  this  chapter  (a'nd  indeed  to other-parts of the
book) is the number of careless inaccuracies which  have  crept in. For
example, Edward IV is  onc'e referred to as Edward VI, and Warwick’s date of

-death is given as 1571. The  most  surprising mistake, however, is the
assumption  that  the legitimacy of Edward  V  was questioned in June 1483 on
the grounds that Elizabeth Woodville had been previously married.  _

One of the  most  pleasing aspects of the  book  is its  selection  and quantity
of illustrations. The  Anne  Neville chapter features Warwick and Middleham
Castles, as  well  as well-known portraits of Richard and Anne. From the
frontispiece of the latest royal  wedding, through the  stately portraits of the
eighteenth  century, to the cartoons, line  drawings and early photographs of
the nineteenth century, the chosen illustrations complement the  text  and
make this useful and readable  book  a  pleasure also to the  eye.

ANNE  SMITH

THE  TRAVELS  0F SIR  JOHN MANDEVILLE.  Translated with an
introduction by C. W. R. D. Moseley.  Penguin  Classics. 1983. £2.95.

One quality stands  out about Sir John Mandeville’s  Travels:  its readability.  I
chose to read the  text  first before  turning to the introduction, and found it not
only readable but enthralling. If it retains this  quality in Dr. Moseley’s
translation, it is not surprising to learn  that  the original French was widely
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read and translated into all the major European languages  (including English)
long before the age of  printing.  Probably written in the mid-14th century,
little is  known  about the author. There is no good reason to discount the few
autobiographical details he offers —  that  he was an English  knight  who
travelled abroad  between  1322  and 1356 and  took  service with the  Sultan  of
Egypt and the Great  Khan.  He may have  been one of the  Mandevilles  of
Black  Notley, Essex, but we cannot be sure  that  all  this  is not an assumed
character; he may not even  have  been English. Discrimination is needed in
approaching his material. His account of the Near East, particularly the
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, has the meticulous detail of a  good  guidebook.
Here, one feels, he must be drawing on first-hand knowledge and  writing for
others  hoping to share  that  experience.  What  he  says  about the Far East is full
of prodigies and wonders, the well-worked material of travellers’ tales. But
through the whole account, the personality of the author  comes  across.— a
personality genial, sophisticated, gently sceptical and surprisingly modern.
His confidence  that  it was possible to circumnavigate the globe has to be set
against all  those  strange wonders.

The Middle Ages were  anything but static.  A  different world-view lies
behind the Crusades at one end and the voyages of Discovery (begun by the
Portuguese long before Columbus) at the other. Mandeville and his  Travels
lie between, and  look both  forward and back. They belong to an age when
Englishmen, though for different reasons, still  had the spirit of travel and
adventure. Students of Richard  III’s  time  will  note  that  the  Travels  were on
the shelves of two of his  most  remarkable contemporaries, Christopher
Columbus  and Leonardo da  Vinci.  While  a  pinch of salt was already
necessary in using Mandeville, his book stimulated the expansion of the
horizons in Yorkist and early Tudor England. We are grateful to Dr. Moseley

A  for making it available to the modern reader, and for an introduction  which
(read before or after) places the  book  in its proper  context.

BARRIE  WILLIAMS
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Notices  of  Books  and  Articles

The following list consists of recent  books  and articles,  mainly published in
the last  twelve  months, although earlier publications may be included. The
appearance of an item does not preclude its subsequent review. Items marked
by an asterisk are in the  Society’s  Library.

BOOKS

Philippe  Contamine, War in the  Middle Ages.  400 pages. 1984.  Basil
Blackwell, Oxford, £17.50.

Not  only covers the  development  of war and its  methods  but  also  the  social  and
cultural  background.

Chris Given-Wilson and Alice Curteis, The  Royal Bastards  of Medieval
England.  195 pages. Illustrated. 1984. Routledge and Kegan  Paul, London,
£14.95.

Discusses the careers of all the  royal  bastards born before 1485,  with a  brief
survey of marriage, divorce, sex, love  and the  attitudes  and  rulings  of the  church  as
relevant  to the bastard. No references.

Maurice  Keen, Chivalry.  Illustrated. 303 pages. 1984. Yale University Press,
New Haven and London, £12.95.

Detailed examination  of  chivalry, reasserting the  genuine value  of its  ideals  and
relevance  throughout  the  middle  ages.

Colin  Platt, The  Abbeys  and  Priories  of Medieval  England.  270 pages.
{llustrated 1984. Secker and Warburg, London, £15.95 (cloth), £9.95
paper).

Lavishly illustrated general history of the  monastic  orders of  medieval  England.

Lee C. Ramsey, Chivalric Romances:  Popular  Literature  in  Medieval
England.  245 pages. Bloomington, Indiana University Press, £11.38.

Chronological  coverage of all  narrative romances  from the  twelfth  to the  fifteenth
century under  several  classifications, such  as  ‘the  best  knight  in the  world',  ‘love
stories', ‘the  fairy princess’.  Useful  list  of all romances and  their  editions.

Susan M. Wright, Derbyshire Gentry in the  Fifteenth  Century.  Derbyshire
Record  ciety volume 8, 1983. 287 pages. £15.

The product of a Ph.D. thesis. Covers  their  estates,  families,  households  and
social life  as  well  as their role in  local government"
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ARTICLES

N. J. Rogers, The  Cult  of Prince Edward at Tewkesbury, Transac'tions  of the
Bsristolgand Gloucestershire  Archaeological  Society, volume  101, 1983, pages
1 7-18  .

Argues  convincingly that  at least early in the  sixteenth  century there  existed  a  cult
of  devotion  to Edward of Lancaster.*

Edward  Wilson, A Poem presented to  William  Waynflete as  Bishop of
Winchester, in  Middle  English  Studies  presented to Norman Davis  in  Honour
of his  Seventieth  Birthday, edited by Douglas Gray and E. G. Stanley,
Clarendon Press, Oxford 1983, pages 127-151.

The  text, with  commentary, of  a  poem  composed  circa  1451, probably by a monk
of St.  Swithun’s  Priory, to be read to the  Bishop during celebratory ceremonies'.  The
poem allegorizes the  properties  of the  lily, Waynflete’s emblem.

Notes  on  Contributors

Arthur  Cocken'll.  B.A. Leeds University. Recently retired Head of  Sixth
Form in  a  Leeds  High  School.  An active member of the Yorkshire Branch of
the Society for sixteen years.

Mark Craster-Chambers.  A  member of the  Society.  His intérest lies in
the Border castles and the  Scottish  wars.

F. R. H. Du  Boulay.  Emeritus Professor of Medieval History in the
University of London. His  books  include the  Lordship of Canterbury (1966)
and  Germany in the  later  Middle Ages  (1983).

Peter  Hammond.  Research Officer of the Society. Co-editor of The
Coronation  of Richard  III.

W. E.  Hampton.  Educated U.S.A. and England; B.A.  Dunelm.  A
genealogist and author of  Memorials  of the  Wars  of the  Roses.
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James Petre.  A  member of the Society since 1967; B.A. (Wales), M.A.
(London). His particular interest is the later  medieval  castle  on  which  he
hopes to  complete a  doctoral  thesis.

Pauline  Routh.  A Yorkshire member whose particular  interest  is
ecclesiology and pre-Reformation tombs and monuments. Her publications
include  Medieval  Ejflgial  Alabaster Tombs  in  Yorkshire  (1976).

Anne Smith.  B.Mus. A.K.A.C. A long standing member of the Society
and its Sales Officer. A history teacher in a senior  school.

W. J.  White.  A member of the Society and  a  chemist. He is researching
techniques in ageing and sexing skeletons for an M.Phil.

Barrie  Williams.  Rector of  Ashley with  Weston-by-Welland and  Sutton
Bassett, Northamptonshire. Author of The  Bishop’s  Subscription  book,  The
Franciscan  Revival  and  Archbishop John  Williams.

CONTRIBUTIONS  TO THE  RICARDIAN
These  are welcomed from all members on any subject relevant to the aims of
the Society. These may be illustrated by photographs (glossy prints  showing
good contrast) or by line drawings. All contributions,  including
advertisements and letters, must  be typewritten,  with  double spacing and
adequate margins, on one side of the paper only. Permission must be
obtained for the use of copyright material, but  this  is not usually necessary for
short quotes. References and  footnotes  must  be  given  in one sequence at the
end of the article.  They must  take  the form similar to the following examples:
J. H. Ramsay, Lancaster and York, vol.  2  (Cambridge 1892), pp.485-6.
B. P. Wolffe, When and why did  Hastings  lose  his head? English Historical
Review, vol.  89 (1974), pp.835-844.

Details need not be  given  in full for second and subsequent references to
the same source.

Contributions for the December 1984  Ricardian  must reach Anne
Sutton, 17 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London N1 6LD, by September
30. This does not apply to articles  which  should  be sent well in  advance  and
can be  sent  at any time.
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Classified Advertisements

Classified advertisements can be accepted at 4p per word. It  would  be
appreciated if advertisers forwarded remittances together with copy to be
inserted to The Editor, 17 Enfield Cloisters, Fanshaw Street, London  N1
6LD. Cheques or postal orders should be crossed and made payable to the
Richard 111 Society.

Anyone interested in taking advertisement space—full, half  or quarter
page—or in placing an  insertion, should contact  the Editor.
For  reliable, inexpensive Genealogical Research  consult:  Patricia  Berner, 8
Rooks Meadow, Hagley, Stourbridge DY9 0PT. Documents transcribed.
Ancestral locations photographed. S.a.e. appreciated.
Ricardian Books  — the Red  Pale, Little  Dutch  House, 11 Horton Road,
Datchet, Berks.  Slough  43862. We specialise in secondhand  books  on
medieval  history and carry a-substantial  stock  of Ricardian titles, fiction  and
non-fiction. Catalogues issued, booksearch service, books  bought.  Bookroom
open by appointment.
Master Craftsman  in  Leather. Specialist  in Ancient, Medieval and Modern
design work. Ricardian designs, emblems and heraldic crests. All work
carved by hand to  exacting standards, i.e. small furniture, table  settings,
coasters, wall  shields and plaques, jewellery chest and  boxes, knife and sword
scabbards, various  styles  of belts.  With  period designs or those of your choice.
Any commission undertaken. For further  details please contact:  Mr. S. A.
fags, End  Cottage, 63 Orchard Street, Otley, West  Yorkshire.  Tel.  Otley

45.
The  Richard  III  Society: A History, by George Awdry. Its early years and
achievements  1924-74.  £1.50  (including p.&p. UK only). Available from the
gages Officer, Miss Anne Smith, 14 Lincoln Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2

J.
Battle  of  Bosworth Prints  —  Andrew Jamieson is pleased to  announce  that
prints of his original painting will  be  available  at the A.G.M. in October
priced £8.00.  A  further 100 prints  signed, numbered and  hand  lettered  with
the names of those  shown  in the picture  will  be  available, price £22.50. If you
require the latter  please  send a deposit of £10 to The Sherborne Scriptorium,
4  Trendle Street, Sherborne, Dorset DT9  3BG.  Cheques made payable to
The Sherborne Scriptorium.
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